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“This presentation is a compilation of ideas and best practices from our NADA 20 
Group dealer members and is not intended as legal or business advice. Each dealer 

must seek their own legal counsel and make their own independent business 
decisions. Any reference to any entity, person, organization, activities, product or 

services, as well as any links to external websites, does not constitute or imply any 
endorsement, recommendation or approval by NADA. The presentation of this 

information is not intended to encourage concerted action among competitors or 
any other action on the part of dealers that would in any manner fix or stabilize the 

price or any element of the price of any good or service.”
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What is a 20 Group?

• A “peer group”

• 20-23 dealers who meet 3-4 times a year
– Same brand
– Same size

• Geographically and competitively separated
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Why Belong to a 20 Group?
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• Peer-to-peer review

• Financial review
– Benchmarking
– Guide
– Potential vs. today

• 19 fellow dealers who want 
to help!
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Business & Cash Flow
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Business and Cash Flow

Old Asset Report
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Business and Cash Flow

• Strict Budgeting:
– Advertising
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Business and Cash Flow

• Strict Budgeting:
– Advertising
– ROI for digital ad spend
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Business and Cash Flow

Monitoring Used Car Values?
• Do you know every used car?

• Is there water?

• Is there a plan?
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Protecting…..
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Protecting Your Employees

• What is your protection plan?
– NADA Driven Guide
– Pages 1-8 

• Read and sign

– Adapt, amend, publish your preparedness plan
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Protecting Your Employees

• What is your protection plan?
– CDC Guide
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Dealerships should be careful when describing any enhanced cleaning and sanitation measures and making any
affirmative statements about the risk of coronavirus exposure. This could attract the attention of state and federal 
regulators enforcing consumer protection statutes, referred to as unfair and deceptive acts and practice (or UDAP) 
laws. These laws prevent companies from making false or misleading statements about their products or services. 

For example, stating the dealership is performing enhanced cleaning and sanitation measures is fine, but 
suggesting those measures make your establishment or services coronavirus-free or coronavirus-safe, for 

example, is not. Similarly, stating or implying that consumers have less risk of coronavirus exposure by relying on 
a dealership’s service can leave a dealership open to false advertising claims, as there is no definitive evidence to 

support that claim. Bottom line: A dealership may outline the safety measures they are taking and be sure to 
follow through with those measures, but avoid making assurances related to COVID-19 risk and exposure. In 

recent weeks, both state and federal consumer protection authorities have publicly committed to taking action 
against any companies making misrepresentations about the coronavirus pandemic.
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Protecting Your Employees

• What is your protection plan?
–Return to work letter

• Hourly
• Salary
• Bonus
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Protecting Your Employees

• What is your compensation plan?
– Employee pay plan

• In writing!
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Protecting Your Employees

• Looking for new talent
– Many furloughed workers give you a bigger pool of potential employees to dray from

• Search job specific
• Search ‘Management Trainee’
• Search ‘Ready to Work’
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Marketing
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“Dealerships should work with their attorneys to ensure social media posts 
and advertising comply with state and federal consumer protection laws.” 
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Marketing 

• Remote selling
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Marketing 

• Drive-by Car Show
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Marketing 

‘Tricked Out’ used cars
• Two teams of techs

– $3,000 budget
– 30 days to complete
– Creativity counts!

• Benefits
– Terrific energy
– Fun for all
– Front line ready used cars
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Marketing 

Social media

•Facebook, Facebook, Facebook
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Marketing 

Social media
• It’s all about the connection

–Receipt of local business
–10% off service
–$250 off vehicle purchase

–Local business ‘Shares’ their support
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Marketing 

Over-communicate!
• Email blast

–“We’re open”
–“We’re being careful about you and your family”

• Social media
• Google My Business page
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Marketing 

Social media
• Need used car inventory?
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Marketing 

Social media
• Need used car inventory?
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Marketing 

“Call me!”
“Hi. This is Tim from Hero Motors. I’m calling just to see how 
everyone is at home and if we can help in any way?”
• Sales team or BDC

–60 outbound calls a day
–30 connections
–6 appointments
–4 show
–3 sales
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Marketing 

Save on video production cost
• Do you use a videographer?
• Shoot on your phone

–Freelance video editors
–Google ad builder app
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Marketing 

Need service work?
• Recon all used cars
• Recalls 

–Call all the owners on your recall galley list
–Service your brand vehicles at non-brand competition
–Recalls at Enterprise and other rental car lots
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“The ability to complete a transaction online and deliver the 
vehicle remotely depends on state and local 

regulations. Before attempting to sell vehicles online, dealers 
must consult with their attorney or state/metro dealer 

association or licensing authority to better understand the 
requirement in their state.”
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Website Covid-19 Updates
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How will you use this information?
What steps will you take to ensure success? 
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